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Why focus on fragility?

• By 2030, half of the world’s poor will live in fragile and conflict-affected 
states (World Bank)

• Many donors—including IDA, DFID—are increasingly focused on fragile 
states

• 80 percent of humanitarian needs are driven by conflict (World Bank)

• Transnational criminal networks, extremist movements, and pandemic 
threats are sometimes associated with fragile states
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The United States is the top donor to fragile states…

Why focus on the US?

…even after subtracting investments in Iraq and 
Afghanistan
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A few fragile states receive a disproportionate amount of US assistance:

Why focus on the US?
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Proposed reforms in the US:
 Stabilization Assistance Review

 USAID reorganization

 Global Fragility Act

 USIP Task Force on Countering Violent Extremism

 State Department-led Strategic Prevention Project 

Why look at this topic now?
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 Grappling with elite incentives 

 Improving policy coherence 

 Updating the mechanics of US government assistance

 Forging a link between security and legitimacy

 Building local capacity

Core themes
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 Fragility is treated as a technical problem rather than as a political problem

 Fragile state elites sometimes monetize fragility, understanding that more donor resources are 
available to them when security concerns are high

 Donors may unintentionally play a spoiler role

 Governance often not a priority, limited staff and funding within US agencies

Grappling with elite incentives

Pool resources to create a common view of the political landscape

Use assistance to support social cohesion objectives building on evidence

Understand the pros and cons of aid conditionality for existing elites

Build linkages between USAID’s governance unit and the new Bureau for 
Conflict Prevention and Stabilization



Colombia: challenging the elite bargain
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• Post-war settlement in 1940s/50s created parties controlled by elites, 
excluded most of the local population

• Lack of inclusivity allowed extremists to emerge and gain power as excluded 
populations turned to them   

Popular demand for a constitutional referendum in 1991
• broke the narrow elite bargain 
• more inclusive political system

• W hile violence continued for the next two decades, it did not  return to pre-
1991 levels
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Improving policy coherence
 Perceptions that funding depends on US security interests can constrain other priorities

 When poorly coordinated with other strategies, security-focused aid can impede longer-term stability goals

 US agencies’ fragility strategies are not unified—lack of interagency cooperation

 Intra-agency politics also impede coordination

Develop a government-wide strategy to elevate fragility as a priority

Single broker to bring a unified agency voice to interagency process

Support host-government led coordination mechanisms



The Somalia Development and Reconstruct ion Facility
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In 2014, the Somalia Development and Reconstruct ion Facility (SDRF) was established to 
pool finances from a network of donors 

The SDRF
• linked donors to coordinate act ion

• pulled together three separate funding windows, administered by the UN, World 
Bank, and African Development Bank

• aligned with a parallel effort  coordinat ing security sector reforms and investments 

• included civil society and implementing partners
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Updat ing the mechanics of US assistance

 USAID’s development funds lack flexibility to respond to evolving needs in fragile states

 Urgent, high-profile crisis response has often demanded resources at the expense of efforts to 
prevent violence

 USAID’s foreign service is not well matched to the skills needed in fragile settings

 M ultilateral channels, which are better coordinated, are often not a US priority

Support efforts to create longer-term, more flexible funding

Build civilian agencies’ fast-response capabilities

Develop a cadre of USAID staff who work at the intersection of fragility and 
development

Structure more awards to allow for adaptive management

Develop fragility-adapted sector frameworks and invest more in conflict 
sensitivity analysis for sectoral interventions
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Forging a link between security and legit imacy

 Strengthening security alone is insufficient for addressing the root causes of violence 

 There is little evidence about whether and under what conditions US security sector aid is successful

 US security sector assistance has often focused on building technical capacity first, then tackling 
institution building later

 Dept of Defense has invested very little in institution building

Fully implement DO D’s 2017 assessment, monitoring, and evaluation 
requirements

R amp up investments in defense institution building

Support the development of select partner country armed forces’ civil engineering 
units

Explore better ways to measure security



Civil works engineering units
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In both Liberia and Colombia, the US government supported the creation of public 
works initiatives:

• In support of Liberia’s post-war democratic transition, the US supported the 
creation of an engineering unit that was used to repair roads and clean up after 
riots

• Having people in uniform building roads helped with post-conflict healing

• In post-civil war Colombia, the US also supported the military’s engagement in 
public works to help rebuild trust in the state

• But with political process firmly in elite control, these activities were only 
superficial
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Bui lding local capacity

 Capacity is uneven across sectors, within sectors, and in geographic space 

 Local ownership over the design and delivery of foreign assistance is critical
 But USAID’s efforts to increase ownership have largely been limited to direct local funding 
 This has been slow to take off due to real and perceived risks

C onduct capacity mapping as part of the political economy analysis

C ontinue to expand local ownership beyond the nationality of the implementer 

Expand training to invest in the next generation of fragile state leaders 



Outcomes-based payments in Liberia

USAID empowered Liberia’s health ministry through a Fixed Amount Reimbursement 
Agreement  financing mechanism:

• The government pre-financed all activities and USAID reimbursed the ministry of 
health upon demonstrated completion of mutually agreed-upon deliverables

• The FAR A gave the Liberian ministry of health more control over implementation 
and made it accountable for delivering results

• The ministry was able to maintain levels of service delivery. 
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Thank you

www.cgdev.org
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Top 5 donors per country 
(2016 obligations, $US millions)

Why focus on the US?

The US is also a top donor in 
many individual fragile states…
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